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Transparent color films for creative designs on glass
Create high-impact decorations of indoor and outdoor glass 
surfaces, printable using solvent, eco-solvent, latex or  
UV curable inks. 
GlassColour ASLAN CT 113

Sparkling colored glass decoration film with etched glass 
effect in rainbow colors
Create impressive indoor and outdoor glass surfaces with the 
sparkling ColourEtched. Bubble-free application thanks to  
air egress channels. Six months clean removable from glass.
ColourEtched ASLAN ECL 55*

*Manufacturing on request

Transparent dichroic film with two effects
Two transparent dyed films Nebula and Solar with 
changing colors depending on your viewing angle and  
light conditions.
ColourShift ASLAN SE 70

Opaque dichroic film with four effects
The opaque films are mainly suitable for indoor applications 
and are first choice for eye-catching plotted claims.
These colors are available: Aurora (pink to light blue), Alpha 
(magenta to yellow), Andromeda (copper to green) and 
Plasma (dark blue to green).
ColourShift ASLAN SE 71

Pride Collection
films for a Diverse lifefilms for a Diverse life

Dichroic films
Iridescent as a soap bubbleIridescent as a soap bubble

PVC free



Xmas
Add a glamorous shine to your Christmas projects! Add a glamorous shine to your Christmas projects! 

To make your ideas sparkle, the ASLAN portfolio offers you more than two dozen self-adhesive metal effect films in different 
shades and effects. Of course, the ongoing trendy rose-gold is included, but also the new classy matte effects like platinum and 
champagne – in décor, jewellery, fashion, interior design and more. Perhaps our latest metal effect product will be just what 
you needed for your Christmas campaign? 

Our range includes solutions for numerous areas of application:

Metal effect film in eight polished and brushed effects
MetalEffect ASLAN CA 23

Metal effect film in five bright colors 
MetalColour ASLAN CA 24

Metal effect film in four unique, dark silver tones
MetalShadow ASLAN CA 25

Printable metal effect film with extra long durability
PrintMetal ASLAN CA 30

Brilliant, real high-gloss mirror effect with identical  
effects on both sides, with anti-scratch top coat
MirrorEffect AntiScratch ASLAN SE 75

Brilliant, high-gloss real mirror effect in silver,  
for simple application with anti-scratch top coat 
MirrorEffect SimplyApply ASLAN SE 76

Classy, matte polyester film with scratch-resistant 
surface in champagne und platinum  
MetalLux ASLAN SE 50

Printable, classy, matte polyester film in 
champagne and platinum
MetalLux Print ASLAN SEP 50

PVC freePVC free

PVC free

PVC free



No protective laminate required
Self-adhesive, white digital printing film, perfect  
for short-term floor graphic applications on  
smooth floors,  R9 certification
Print‘nGo ASLAN DFP 33

Self-adhesive, white digital printing film, perfect  
for short-term floor graphic applications on  
rough floors, non-slip safety class R9 
Print‘nGo Street ASLAN DFP 36
Clear, highly slip-resistant and directly  
printable floor graphic film with R12 certification
Print‘nGo ASLAN DFP 44

White, highly slip-resistant and directly printable  
floor graphic film with R12 certification
Print‘nGo ASLAN DFP 43

For rough floors
White, for short- to medium-term use on a variety of rough 
surfaces such as asphalt and paving stones. Can be  
removed without leaving any residue on the rough floor.
WrapTheStreet ASLAN DFP 46

For smooth floors 
White, for short- to medium-term use on smooth surfaces 
such as polished stone or tiles. Can be removed in one piece 
without leaving any residue or damaging/discoloring the 
smooth floor.
WrapTheFloor ASLAN DFP 47
For carpeted floors 
White, for short-term use on low-pile carpets, can be  
removed in one piece without leaving any residue or  
damaging/discoloring the carpet.
WrapTheCarpet ASLAN DFP 49

Design floors in a whole different way and 
use them for eye-catching advertising! 
Whether for indoors or outdoors, smooth or 
rough floors, carpets, marble or asphalt:  
ASLAN can provide the proper solution 
for any surface. We have the perfect self-
adhesive digital printing films for your floor. 
Combine it with one of our slip-resistant and 
protective laminates to create your ideal but 
safe to walk on floor graphic. 
As an added advantage, once printed and 
laminated, the ASLAN floor graphics film is 
fire-rated according to DIN-EN 13501-1 as  
a complete, bonded unit and so can be used 
in airports and train stations etc.

Floor Graphics 
Appealing advertisement guaranteedAppealing advertisement guaranteed

Floor graphics laminates 
Matte, for protecting floor graphics,  
R12 classified according to DIN 51130,  
slip resistance on wet barefoot walkways  
according to DIN 51097 (class C),  
insurance-certified, clear
Premium FloorProtect ASLAN MP 300

Matte, for protecting floor graphics, 
R9 slip-resistance according to ASTM  
D 2047-04 and DIN 51130, insurance- 
certified, clear
FloorProtect ASLAN MP 326



Whiteboard filmsWhiteboard films
All ASLAN whiteboard films are extremly scratch-resistant 
and can be written on for years without leaving shadows or 
ghosting after cleaning. 

White, glossy whiteboard film, air egress channels allow an 
easy and bubble-free dry application onto large surfaces
Whiteboard Dryapply ASLAN WBL 995

Clear whiteboard film, glossy
Clearboard ASLAN CB 90

Whiteboard film, glossy, available in six colors
(orange, silver, green, blue, pink, yellow) 
Whiteboard Colour ASLAN WBC 996

Glossy whiteboard film for dry application in white 
Whiteboard PP Dryapply ASLAN WBL 998

Flexible, magnetically-receptive ferrous film with  
a glossy whiteboard finish
FerroSoft Whiteboard ASLAN FF 550

Flexible, magnetically-receptive ferrous film  
with a matte whiteboard finish
FerroSoft Whiteboard matt ASLAN FF 490

Interior
Creativity through customized communication areasCreativity through customized communication areas

Magnetic FilmMagnetic Film
Anthracite-colored, flexible self-adhesive magnetic  
film to use with ASLAN ferrous papers
MagneTack ASLAN MT 400

Ferrous papersFerrous papers
Magnetically-receptive, printable PET and PP ferrous  
papers to use with ASLAN magnetic self-adhesive film

PP FerroPaper ASLAN FP 260
PET FerroPaper ASLAN FP 180

Create customized communication areas in offices, seminar 
rooms, gastronomy or at the point of sale! With the self-
adhesive whiteboard, blackboard and ferrous films you can 
transform a wide variety of surfaces into writable surfaces.  
ASLAN Memoboard films are professional white- and  
blackboard films for long-term use without any ghosting or 
shadowing. Even unsuited markers can be cleaned with the 
use of alcoholic cleaners. 

PVC free

PVC free

PVC free

PVC free

PVC free



BlackBoard films BlackBoard films 
High-quality self-adhesive blackboard films in six different 
versions

Blackboard film for chalk and liquid chalk pens 
PremiumBlackboard ASLAN BB 910

PVC free blackboard film for chalk and liquid chalk pens 
Blackboard PP Dryapply ASLAN BBL 920

For chalk 
Blackboard ASLAN C 61

Especially scratch-resistant blackboard film for chalk  
Blackboard AntiScratch ASLAN CR 62

Scratch-resistant, clear blackboard film for chalk  
and the liquid chalk pen ASLAN C-pen 
ClearChalk ASLAN CR 63

Flexible, magnetically-receptive ferrous film with a premium 
blackboard finish for chalk and liquid chalk pens
FerroSoft Blackboard ASLAN FF 540

These self-adhesive ferrous films turning any smooth 
surface into a magnetically-receptive surface. They can be cut  
easily into any shape or size and can be combined just as 
easy with other self-adhesive ASLAN films.
 
Anthracite-colored, magnetically-receptive  
ferrous film for smooth surfaces, PVC free
FerroSoft ASLAN FF 410 

White, printable, magnetically-receptive, self-adhesive  
ferrous film
FerroSoft Print ASLAN FF 480

MagneticallyMagnetically--receptive ferrous filmsreceptive ferrous filmsInterior
Creativity through customized communication areasCreativity through customized communication areas

PVC free

PVC free

Head office and manufacturing 
ASLAN Selbstklebefolien GmbH 
Oberauel 2 | 51491 Overath
Germany  
phone +49 2204 708-80

US distribution center
POLI-TAPE USA Inc.
8100-2 Westside Industrial Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32219
United States of America 

Please contact us 
phone (904) 215-1411  
email info@aslanvinyls.com 
web www..aslanvinyls.com


